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Yamaha TMAX BLACK MAX: Awesome Driving Experience 

  
Yamaha has once more elevated the meaning of innovation and evolution with TMAX BLACK 
MAX. Merging form, function and awesomely good looks into a modern road machine, Yamaha 
has definitely delivered this top-of-the-line super scooter to the market with superior fashion. 
  
Breaking the ground since the very first TMAX arrived in the world of scooters, Yamaha makes a 
strong return with the TMAX BLACK MAX model. Boasting of dynamic bodywork, ultra-elegant 
black duo-tone finish, and with touch of gold in its rims, engine and body, it is undeniably a head 
turner even for somebody who is not that fond of maxi scooters. City motorbike driving has never 
been so cool! 
Morphing the elegance of a scooter and the muscular appeal of a sports bike, TMAX BLACK MAX 
has leveled up the competition anew, where Yamaha has been stamping its superiority in 
producing maxi scooters over the years. 
  
The eye catchy design is just the sugar coating. Under the beauty is a beastly 530cc, 4-stroke, 
liquid-cooled 2-cylinder engine, yet this monster is well tamed to give you superb 
maneuverability and driving comfort. It gives you the powerful torque you need wherever you 
want to take this art-meets-technology wonder wheel. Driving experience is remarkably smooth 
even while running at a speed of 100 miles per hour. Fuel tank capacity is a respectable 15 liters 
and a potential 42 miles per gallon mileage is an economic value worth considering. 
  
The engine is mounted inside its strong, ultra-lightweight aluminum chassis, ensuring stability 
and responsive handling on either low-speed or high-speed driving. Meanwhile, the suspension 
system brings you to a higher level of comfort, providing smooth cornering, controllability and 
overall handling. Motorcycle-inspired telescopic front forks keep the front wheel tracking stable, 
while a guaranteed, perfectly suave driving is achieved, thanks to its high performance swingarm 
rear suspension system. 
Sporting a large 282mm rear disc brake and dual front discs, TMAX BLACK MAX keeps you going 
safely wherever you go and whomever you are with. Riding finesse is achieved with aerodynamic 
bodywork, touched by a luxurious yet sporty golden stitching. The seat’s passenger is tucked 
securedly with sturdy grab rails and foldout footrests. 
  
Constructed from lightweight, dependable aramid fibre, TMAX BLACK MAX's highly reliable belt 
drive accurately directs power to be utilized in a strictly linear way, enabling the throttle at 
proximity to the engine. 
TMAX is equipped with high visibility, twin-eye projector headlights and rear LED taillight that 
oozes with manly appeal similar to Yamaha’s classic superbikes. TMAX also gives you spacious 
under seat storage box for extra functionality and practicality. 
  
The dashboard is a sultry backlit-instrument panel wrapped in paired robotic, multi-faceted 
frames for that sharp, distinctive look. Well-laid out automotive style dashboard packs a punch 
and definitely a differentiating factor from the rest. 
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Other standout features include exclusive gold logo design, sports-style upswept muffler, 2-step 
adjustable windscreen, and 15-inch front wheel. Feature accessories include TMAX Full System 
with Black Slip-on Muffler (Akrapovic exhaust system), TMAX Full System with Titanium Muffler, 
39L and 50L Top Cases, Aluminum Rear and 12V DC Socket. 
  
Get the ride that matches your intense lifestyle! Visit www.yamaha.com for more information 
and promo packages available. 
  
 
 


